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Who am I?

 Computational, psychophysical and imaging study of 
visual perception, learning, and memory.

 Mechanisms and Recovery of Visual deficits in 
amblyopia, myopia, normal and pathological aging, 
dyslexia.



Why I am here?

Inner Universe (Thought, 
Consciousness, memory, 
learning etc.)





What’s the most important sensation for you? 

What if you could only keep one? 



We are Vision-animals.

Vision is crucial 

Vision is amazing

Vision is accurate

Vision is complicated



Vision matures into adulthood

(Chen et. al., 2014)



Experience-dependent maturation

Statistical
perceptual
motor
procedure
cognitive

Statistical
perceptual
motor
procedure
cognitive



Characteristics of vPL

 It takes time;

 It lasts long.

 It can be specific to the trained settings;



Visual Perceptual Learning (vPL)

reflects the performance improvement in visual tasks 
following practice (Goldstone, 1998). 

manifests the existence of substantial plasticity in 
visual information processing.



Issues in vPL researches-”3W”

What

Where

When



The “when”
 Fast vs slow processes?
 Dosage effect --- how much practice is enough? 

(Adini et al., 1997)



The “where”
 Early vs late visual area; 
 Single vs multiple visual areas.

(Sasaki, et. al., Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 2010)



The “what”
 Fine tuning of neuronal responses in early visual 

area (e.g. V1); noise reduction; reweighting.



Outline

 Perceptual learning of contrast detection in 
normals: psychophysics and animal physiology;

 Perceptual learning of contrast detection in 
amblyopic vision: psychophysics;

 Computational modeling of hyperacuity learning.



Perceptual learning of contrast 
detection in normals



Background
Contrast is the difference in visual properties (e.g. luminance and color)
that makes an object (or its representation in an image) distinguishable
from other objects and the background. The sensitivity to a specific
property difference is termed as contrast sensitivity, which is probably
the most fundamental visual function. We’ll focus on luminance
contrast sensitivity.



What affects contrast sensitivity?

 varies significantly with spatial frequency, temporal
frequency, luminance, and retinal location.

 Spatial (static) Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF)

Campbell & Robson (1968)



The significance of CS
 Probably the most fundamental visual function;

(Marmor, 2001);

 Better descriptor of spatial vision (Della Sala, et.
al.,1985; Hess, 1979; Yenice et. al., 2006); characterized
deficits of visual function in many diseases, e.g.
glaucoma,, amblyopia, and psychiatric conditions.



Study 1. (Huang et al., PNAS, 2008)

Can perceptual learning of contrast detection 
improve contrast sensitivity in normal subjects?



Methods

Group I: training at cutoff SF (contrast sensitivity = 2)

Group II: training at 10 c/deg



Whether CSF improved significantly?

From this procedure, we can
estimate 1) if there is significant
improvement; 2) the amplitude
(a3) and bandwidth (c3) of the
improvement.

Model Selection

Diff between pre-
and post- CSF 

G(x)

h(x)

G(x) h(x) G’(x)=G(x) or 
G’(x)=G(x)-h(x)

post CSF pre CSF

H0：pre & post CSF can be fitted with 
same DOG function (Reduced model);

H1：pre & post CSF must be fitted with 
different DOG functions (full model).

Nested model test



Results

5.8 vs 1.2 dB 
per log session

Session (days)

C
ontS

ens

Visual acuity
didn’t improve.



μ=1.4 octaves;
Typical 
channel 
bandwidth

No significant 
improvement 
in the 10c/d-
training group.



Study 2. (Huang et al., JOV 2009)

The mechanisms of contrast sensitivity 
improvement in normal subjects?



Method

External noise methods have been used for many years to isolate 
sources of noise (processing limitations) in the human observer for particular stimuli 
and tasks (e.g., Barlow, 1956; Nagaraja,1964; Henning, 1969; Pelli, 1981; Lu& Dosher, 2008)



The Perceptual Template Model (PTM)

1. Non-linear Transducer Function

2. Multiplicative Noise

3. Additive Internal Noise

4. Perceptual Template

5. Decision

Lu & Dosher, 2008



Amplification Contrast-gain*

Filtering Retuning+

Gain Control           Nonlinearity#

PTM Modeling                      Signal Processing       Physiology

*Luck & Mangun 1995; McAdams & Maunsell, 1999  
+ Moran & Desimone, 1994; Treue, Maunsell, Trujillo, 1999; Patzwahl et al, 1998
#Heeger, 1995; Lee et al, 1998                                                   Dosher & Lu, 1999



t-2AFC

Subjects: five normal subjects measured at 8 c/degs

Results



3/5: template fine tuning (though just a little bit)；2/5:no

The effects of external noise decrease ~15%; no significant 
change for internal additive noise.



Study 3. (Hua et al., Current Biology, 2011)

Mechanism underlying perceptual learning of 
contrast detection in cat



Background

SRM High

Psychophysics:
Specificity to orientation, SF, retinal location, eye etc.
(Karni and Sagi, 1991; Fiorentini and Berardi, 1980; Poggio et al., 1992)

√ √

Electrophysiology:
Monkey: Mild or no changes in V1 (Crist et al., 2001; Schoups et al., 

2001); modest changes in V4; (Yang et al., 2004)

Cat: task-related changes in Area 17. (Hua et al., 2010)

Mostly × √

Imaging-fMRI:
Increase of activation in V1 (Schwartz, et al., 2002; Furmanski et al., 2004)

First increase then decrease (Yotsomoto, et al., 2008)

√ ×

Imaging-PET:
Decrease of activation in V1 (Schiltz et al., 1999)

?? ??



Results





Perceptual learning of contrast 
detection in amblyopia



Backgrounds
◆ What is amblyopia?

VA<=0.8

Strabismus

Anisometrope

Form 
Deprivation

Cortex

Non-optical



◆ Typical Symptoms

VA CS Stero

GA Hyper Motion



Social/Eco 
Problem

Incidence of ~3%

10 Million 
Children AmbAmblyopia; No effective

30 Million Adult
Amblyopia; No effective

therapy

Psychosocial Problem
Life Quality decreased
Psychosocial Problem
Life Quality decreased

Deterioration;
Not all functions

recovered.

Ciuffreda, Levi & Senelow,1991; Shen,1999; Feng,2002;
The Chinese Ophthalmology association,1986; Niu,2003.



In the eyes of amblyopia

模糊（blurred）
波浪状（wavy）
位移（offset）
方位错觉（mis-ori）
片段化（fragmented)
盲区（scotomatous)

(Barrette, et. al., 2003)



◆ Questions in amblyopia research

(1) Mechanisms under debate 
Where--Locus/Loci??

How??----Electrophysiological Studies
AE-Dominant�Area

(Kiorpes &�McKee,�1999)
Deficient�
Response

(Kiorpes et�al.,�1998)

Synchronization
(Roelfsema et�al.,1994)

Cortex vs retina (Kiorpes & McKee, 1999)

Beyond V1? (Sharma,Levi & Klein, 2000)



Template mismatch (Xu et al., 2006; Levi & Klein, 
2003)

Increased additive noise (Xu et al., 2006)

Increase mulplicative noise (Levi & Klein, 2003)

Reduced Sampling effeciency (Kersten et al., 
1988; Pelli et al., 2004)

How??----Psychophysical Studies

Three Theories about vision degradation
Scale shift

(Flom et al., 1963)
Undersampling
(Levi & Klein, 1985)

Jittering
(Watt & Hess, 1987)

Noise Studies



(2) No effective treatment for adult amblyopia

(3) Long and enduring; (Horwood J 2005)

Deterioration (could reach 55-90%, Niu, 2003)

Not all functions are recovered (Ginsburg, 1984, 
Regan et al., 1993, Rogers et al., 1987, Huang et al., 2007)

◆ Questions in amblyopia research



Study 4. (Huang et al., PNAS’08; Zhou et al., VR’ 06)

Perceptual learning improved contrast sensitivity 
and visual acuity in adult amblyopia



Subject Train TestTest
Overall DesignOverall Design

Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF)Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF)

0.5 -16 c/deg

3-down 1-up staircase, 79.3% correct
Temporal 2-Alternative Forced Choice (t-2AFC)

100 trials/SF for test; 1080 trials for 
training
Performance reached asymptote for at least 
three days

2.0
Cutoff 

Methods



8.4 dB per log session

Results

Group II (5.0) Group IIIGroup I (5.7; 2.0)



Visual Acuity
GI: 4.6 dB & 1.7 dB 

GIII: 0.1 dB & 0.7 dB 

Contrast Sensitivity

G I: Trained SF 9.8dB & 4.3dB; 

GII: 3.3 dB & 0.6 dB 

G I: CSF 5.7dB & 2.0dB; 
G II: CSF 5.0dB & -0.3dB

G III: CSF 0.7dB & 1.4dB

PL of contrast detection at 
subjects’ cutoff SFs can 
significantly improve 
amblyopia’s VA and CS, which 
effects can be fully retained for 
at least one year

RetentionVisual Acuity



Bandwidth of perceptual learning

HHFB is 4.04±0.63 vs 1.40±0.30 dB in amblyopia and first control 
group, respectively. Learning in normal adult is specific to the trained 
SF; the HHFB is roughly similar to others (Sowden et al., 2002) and a 
typical SF tuning bandwidth (Devalois & Devalois, 1988)



Study 5. (Huang et al., JOV 09’)

Mechanisms underling contrast sensitivity 
improvement in amblyopia



Results

5/7: Na decrease＋template retuning；1/7: Na reduction；
1/7 template retuning

On average, the effects of external noise decreased 30% 
and internal noise decreased 40%.



Perceptual learning of hyperacuity:
Data and model



Psychophysics ---- “3T”

“Test – Train – Test (3T)” paradigm.

Sensory representation modification (SRM; early)
VS

Selective reweighting (SR; high)



Task Taxonomy

Petrov, Dosher & Lu, 2005

 Almost all previous PL studies adopted paradigm A or B.

 The strongest test of SRM and SR theories requires the application of training
and test stimuli that rely on the same sensory representations but with different
task-dependent decision structures (paradigm C). If training changes SR,
transfer (or interference) must occur since the (changed) SR coding is
common. If instead, training re-weights a separate set of task connections to
decision, performance in the two tasks would still be independent.



Study 5. (Huang et al., VR 12’)

Co-learning analysis of vPL in bisection and 
hyperacuity tasks



Two tasks of same input stimuli

 Previous studies: To test the transferrability
between A and B. It is evident that tasks A and B
are different in both SR and decision. (e.g. Fahle & Morgan,
1996, 1997.)

 Our Design: The upper and lower dots were
separated and positioned just as those in previous
study. The center dot was, however, positioned at
one of four possible locations ((Vt, Bt), (-Vt, Bt), (-Vt,
-Bt) and (Vt, -Bt)) in a given trial, based on the pre-
determined vernier (Vt) and bisection (Bt) threshold
offsets. Subjects were asked to respond based on
the specific task instruction.

Huang, Dosher & Lu, 2012

 Co-Learning paradigm: The presentation sequence was either “8A-
2A8B-2B8A- 2A8B-2B8A-2A8B-2B” or “8B-2B8A-2A8B-2B8A-2A8B-2B8A-2A”, 
depending on the task that was first trained. Subjects were informed of the 
transition between task blocks.



Learning curves
 Averagly improved performance from 70%

to 82% for the vernier task, and from 71% to
85% for the bisection task in the first 10
blocks. More practice after the first ten
blocks did not significantly improve subject’s
performance: the average performance was
83% and 84% correct in the second and
third 10 training blocks for the vernier task,
and 85% and 85% for the bisection task.

 Learning Rate: Using a bootstrap procedure, the learning rates were
estimated to be 0.09±0.01 and 0.10±0.01 (mean±s.e.), for the two tasks
respectively, indicating that subjects learned the vernier and bisection tasks at the
same rate.

 No interaction: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) revealed no significant
difference between training sequences, for either the vernier (F(1,180)=0.45,
p>0.50) or the bisection (F(1,180)=2.11, p>0.10) task, indicating that there was no
significant interaction between the two tasks. ---- Supporting the
Selective Reweighting Hypothesis.
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 The decision subsystem assembles the
sensory information using the current
weights wi.

 Feedback, if present, is encoded by the
feedback unit and sent as a top-down input to
the decision unit to change the activation to a
new level.

1 ∆

 In the AHRM, each weight change depends on
the activation Ai of the pre-synaptic sensory
unit and the activation o of the postsynaptic
decision unit relative to the baseline.

 The AHRM constrains the weights within
bounds ([Wmin, Wmax]) by scaling δi in
proportion to the remaining range (O’Reilly &

Munakata, 2000), and subtracts the long-term
average of postsynaptic activation from its
current value “o”.



Model Parameters
Parameter Value

Parameters set a 
priori

Maximum activation level Amax = ±0.5

Weight bounds wmax/min = ±1
Running average rate ρ = 0.0125

Normalization constant k = 0

Size of the Gaussian detector σ= 30″

Initial weight wini = 0.16

Feedback weight wf = 1.0

Parameters 
optimized to fit the 

average data

Representation noise σ1 = 0.0223
Decision noise for vernier

task σd1 = 0.00011
Decision noise for bisection 

task σd2 = 0.011
Learning rate η = 0.0926

Activation function non-
linearity γ1 =γ2= 2.38

There are 13 parameters in total. Seven out of them were set to be 
constant, and the other five free to vary (the two non-linearities were set to 
be the same).



 The AHRM with independently learned weights to decision in the vernier and
bisection tasks provided an excellent account of the data. Quantitatively, the
model accounted for 84.0% of the variance.

 The initial weights (± 0.16) carried very little information about where the offset 
was. With practice, the weights of the different Gaussian blobs were modified to 
embody the statistical structure of the stimulus environment. 



Summary

 contrast sensitivity in both normal and amblyopic vision;

Visual brain is plastic

 hyperacuity of same stimuli in an independent way

 Where----the locus/loci: low and high?

Unsettled substrates for such plasticity

 What ----noise reduction, template tuning, contrast gain, selective 
reweighting?? Detailed mapping??

 Different substrates for normal and amblyopia? For different tasks?

 CS training can improve VA

Plasticity can be employed

 The amelioration lasts long.



A cohort of efforts



 Image feature, metrics, 
representation & denoising;

 Face pose and recognition;
 model for visual recognition
 Sparse coding
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